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Basic formatting tips/guidelines  

1. Paper  

1.1. Size = It should be A4 (297mm x 210mm) size 

2. Page Layout/Page set up  

For copying and binding purposes, every page of your synopsis must be kept within the 

following: 

2.1. Margins 

2.1.1. Top = 1”                     

2.1.2. Bottom = 1” 

2.1.3. Left = 0.75”                  

2.1.4. Right = 0.75” 



 

All synopsis materials must fit within these margin requirements (including tables, headers 

and footers, figures, graphs and page numbers). When full-page prints of photographs are 

desired, the image area of the print must conform to the same margins as the text. 

2.2. Orientation:      Portrait 

3. Pagination  

3.1.   Page Number at Bottom of Page central: (recommended).  

3.1.1. Preliminary pages are numbered as follows: The Title Page is counted as 

page “I” (Roman) assumed, do not print number.  

3.1.2. The main body of the text and the reference section are consecutively 

numbered with Arabic numerals beginning page “1” and continuing throughout, 

including text, illustrative materials, bibliography, and appendices. 

I. Page numbers start at 1 with Introduction, roman numerals for pages prior 

to Introduction.  

4. Font  

4.1. Style: Times New Roman (preferred)  

4.2. Size: The fond size 12 should be used in most of the text. No font smaller than 10 

will be accepted in the text except in some illustration (graphs/table/figure) where it 

is required to fit to material in stipulated area of the page. Maximum Font size for 

headings in the text can be 16. In the “Title page (hard and soft one)”, the “Topic” 

Synopsis would be in font size 16 and rest of text would be in smaller size font as 

mentioned in the Template. 

5. Spacing between lines and paragraphs 

5.1. Line spacing = 1.5 

5.2. Spacing between paragraph = Auto (Before and After paragraph) 

5.3. Indentation= 0.5 

For adjustment of spacing between lines and paragraph you can select all the text by 

“highlighting” it and then “Press” right mouse button and select “paragraph” option, 

here u will make all adjustments 

6. Synopsis  Length 

6.1.1. BS Hons = 1,000 – 1500 words approximately (3 pages) 

6.1.2. MSc = 1,000 – 1500 words approximately exclusive of words in tables, 

figures, bibliographies, and footnotes (3 pages) 

Synopsis Template  

This section (in the following page) includes a model or a pattern in which a synopsis will be 

formatted, starting from first page to the last section. ` 
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Introduction 
 
It should contain; 

1. Words = 500 –800 words (1- 1.5 pages) 

2. Brief summary of topic in one paragraph with importance. Status of problem area of 

research 

3. Details of topics may be in headings and subheading  

a. Identify weak areas (missing gaps) in the topic, where research can be carried 

out (focus of your study/focus on your study).  

b. It should be containing a concise overview of existing literature which 

dissects the stop in order to identify areas where there is a potential to carry 

out research work.  

4. Overall tips for writing the “Introduction”: Identify+dissect+select+raise 

questions. 

 

Method 
 

Specifically, methods include;  

In the method section specify the  

a. Define aims or targets to be achieved Aims/Objectives/Targets should be question 

like or hypothesis like, e.g., (to find out, to evaluate, to describe a relationship, to 

explore a hypothesis or enquiring a possible relationship between; variables, or it is to 

understand a phenomena. 

b. Explain Research design, operational definitions, instrument sample and procedure 

along with proposed analysis and implications. 

 

References 
 
For In Text as well as Bibliography follow APA style of referencing. 

 
 


